Abstract. Elemental concentrations in hair and dried serum have been evaluated by X-ray fluorescence analysis using relative concentration independent of specimen thickness. Dried serum samples from 5 male and 5 female subjects given two-week Ca supplementation showed the same concentration for Ca, and for each of the other elements Cl, K, S and P under renal control by parathyroid hormone (PTH). Hair concentrations of these elements have been evaluated for 50 randomly-selected females aged between 30 and 80. It was found that each element has two distinct levels in hair. The content of an element in growing hair must be equal to the inflow of that element into the hair-making cells from serum. Using this principle, the two levels can be attributed to the gating and closing of the ion channels in cell membranes and given as functions of the dried serum standard concentrations. Especially, the difference between [Ca] and [Sr] in hair shows whether Ca channels are gating or closing. The lower level of hair [Ca] H is normal and is equal to 1/2 of the dried serum [Ca]; only the Ca on serum protein is to be incorporated into the hair in steady-state growth. Store-operated Ca channel gating occurs so as to maintain the normal [Ca] 
Introduction
Analysis of small segments of single hair strands is possible by PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray Emission) [1, 2] and XFA (X-ray Fluorescence Analysis) [1, [3] [4] [5] with synchrotron radiation. In order to make the hair analysis useful, the relation between elemental concentration of hair and serum must be clarified. There were two problems: (1) The intensity of fluorescent X-rays from a single hair sample varies depending upon hair thickness and shape, making it difficult to obtain precise concentrations [1, 2] . (2) It has been unknown what hair concentrations tell us about element concentrations within the body.
For precise measurement of elemental concentrations, it is necessary to measure accurately the mass of the hair within the excitation beam. Although this is difficult, other investigators have used X-ray techniques to measure the concentration of various elements in hair [1, 2] . Other techniques can be used for more fully quantitative analysis, or XFA can be correlated to hair analyses with atomic absorption or ICP analysis. However, these approaches can vastly increase the cost and the time required for small-scale studies. Instead of such absolute measurement, the authors employed a method with a logarithmic ratio of peak to background to obtain the relative concentrations that are independent of hair thickness and shapes [6] . In other words, by neglecting the absolute value, we can obtain relative values which appear to be both useful and reliable. By this method, it was shown that hair Ca concentrations are separated into upper and lower levels, depending upon the level of Ca deficiency; the upper level is 5 times higher than the lower level. This is seen in hair samples of dozens of subjects. The pattern of calcium levels is distinct, and in other work by the authors [6] has been classified into several types. Various elements such as Cl (and Br) under renal control were also found to have two levels in concentration. Although many investigators have done hair analysis, no other work has reported the two concentration levels in hair elements. Perhaps owing to large variations of the values measured as the absolute concentration, or the large amount of hair required by their method, they have used an average of the measured values as the standard, which is meaningless with the existence of the two levels.
The content of an element in growing hair must be equal to its inflow into the hair matrix cells via hair papilla from serum. By this principle of the "inflow-outflow equality", hair analysis gives information on inflow of various elements into cells from serum. The inflow is closely associated to operational statuses of the molecular ion pumps and ion channels of the cells. Especially, the observed upper level and lower level of hair [Ca] can be attributed to gating and closing of Ca ion channels in the hair-making cells holding the hair root, respectively. The upper level of hair [Ca] is closely related to disease states and possibly disease origins. For example, concentration variations from hair root to tip for breast-cancer patients suggest that cancer is always generated during the long-lasting upper level of hair [Ca] which decreases toward the lower level with the cancer growth [6] .
To establish the hair analysis as a new health diagnosis, the present paper gives the results for hair concentrations of Cu, Ti, Ca, Sr, Cl, Br, K, S and P under hepatic and renal control. Ca is the central player in the regulation of these elements, and Ca deficiency is classified into four types. Although there are many kinds of ion channels in cells, we use simple models to show the rationale for our diagnosis and to provide quantitative agreement between the calculated and observed concentration changes in hair. Throughout the work, the knowledge in semiconductor crystal growth has been applied for hair growth [6] , although the results obtained phenomenologically may be beyond general understanding in biology.
Samples and method
All the hair and blood samples were collected after the patients' informed consent was obtained at the related hospitals and departments in accordance with ethical standards. Some of the samples were used for the previous work [6] .
The hair samples were washed with distilled water and were dried. Serum was separated from the blood samples by a centrifugal separator. A small drop of the serum was placed on a 'Mylar' polyester film with a thickness of about 1 μm and was well dried in clean air.
X-ray fluorescence analysis (XFA) of the serum and hair samples was carried out in vacuum using synchrotron radiation at the Photon Factory (PF) BL4A bending magnet beamline [3] , where the excitation X-ray beam was monochromatized at a photon energy of 17.4 keV (0.71 Å) by a silicon crystal and had a beam size of 0.5 × 1.4 mm on the sample. The BL-4A workstation has been rated as capable of producing over 10 7 photons per sec. monochromatized radiation. The beam size corresponds to a growth length of hair for 5 days (hair growth rate: 0.3 mm/day). Many elements have a daily-cycle of concentration, and an average for 5 days is suitable for knowing health state from hair elements.
The fluorescent X-rays were measured with an Si(Li) detector and multi-channel pulse height analyzer, and a spectrum of hair can be obtained in a few minutes. For Ca, the CaKβ peak height was measured because CaKα is unresolvable from KKβ. For the other elements, Kα peaks were used for the concentration measurement. It is essential to exclude air to avoid the 2.96/3.19 keV fluorescence of atmospheric argon, which interferes with the measurement of Cl and K peaks.
Elemental concentrations in hair
Serum contains many kinds of proteins such as albumin, globulin and fibrinogen. Generally, an element X in serum exists in two phases: as atoms in or bound to the protein molecules, and as ions in the liquid. The total concentration [X] S in dried serum is expressed as,
where [X] I and [X] P are derived from serum X ions and X atoms in serum protein, respectively. By the principle of the inflow-outflow equality, hair [X] H concentrations are divided into two levels depending on whether the ion channels of element X are gating or closing in the "hair-making cells" (HM cells) of hair papilla. (Hair matrix cells are dried to become hair.) The nomenclature for concentration of element X is listed as follows:
[X] S is the concentration in dried serum.
[X] P is the protein-bound concentration in dried serum, after subtracting the X ions.
[X] I is the ion concentration given by
[X] H is the concentration in hair.
[X] HO is the hair concentration in the case of the gating (open) ion channels of cells.
[X] HC is the hair concentration in the case of the closing ion channels of cells. Since serum contains water at 91%, protein at 7%, and minerals at 0.9%, dried serum consists mainly of serum protein, i.e., [X] P can be considered to correspond to the number of X atoms per protein molecule in serum.
The logarithmic quantification
To obtain [X] independently of specimen thickness, we express [X] on a logarithmic scale. When spectral peak heights, A and B, are observed for thin and thick specimens by XFA, respectively, a relation of A = αB holds, where α is the proportional constant, i.e., log A = log αB = log B + log α. If the concentration is the same, the two peaks, log A and log B, can be superimposed with moving by log α. Therefore, the concentration [X] of X in a specimen is given by
independently of the specimen thickness, where P is the peak height for element X and S is the background due to X-rays scattered by the sample. Equation (2) is valid even for thick specimens because the X-ray absorption occurs for P and S in the same way. Since S is also proportional to the mass of the sample within the excitation beam, P/S corresponds to the concentration. (The hair was suspended in the X-ray beam in vacuum, so there is no other mass to account for). In other words, [X] in Eq. (2) is measured by using S as a unit. Therefore, even when two elements, X and Z, have the relation of
) by Eq. (2), the S value for the two elements may be different (the spectral peaks of X and Z appear at different wavelengths), and the equality [X] = [Z] means a proportionality between [X] and [Z] . To determine the proportional constant, another experimental datum is needed. For each peak analyzed, the Gaussian contribution from its neighbouring peaks was subtracted, and the corrected emission was then divided by the background level. (In the conventional method, P − S is divided by the mass obtained by other means.) The peak height P and background S for the dried serum comes from the X atoms and protein in the original serum, respectively, and [X] = P/S gives the mean value for the number of X atoms per serum protein molecule, since dried serum can be considered as the serum protein containing mineral elements.
To find the standard normal concentrations in serum, 5 male and 5 female subjects were selected in an age range from 19 to 39. Blood samples were taken after oral supplementation of Ca 900 mg/day for two weeks (See Section 3.3) and were made into the dried serum specimens. The FX spectra for the dried [X] S S1A∼S5A (female) and S11A∼S15A (male) are the results from the spectra in Fig. 1 serum from the 10 subjects are superimposed by sliding vertically so as to have the same background level, as seen in Fig. 1 . All the spectra coincide with each other, except the slightly higher Br peak in one of the 10 spectra (It is due to a little higher background and gives the same value of [Br] S = log P −log S as those for the other 9 spectra); as seen from = log P − log S = log 10 as will be seen later, comparison with these elements will be made by normalizing the observed values [log P − log S] H by the equation
using the above standard ([log P − log S] S ) st for dried serum. for the hair roots of 50 randomly-selected females aged between their 30 s and 70 s; the labels for the subjects have Roman numerals which stand for each age period, and the bar graph is in order of age. The similarity of [Cu] H can be seen; most of them have the value of the normalized standard [Cu] H = 10 or slightly less than that. Therefore, we can write for both the dried serum and hair standards,
in the normalized scale by Eq. (3). This result means that the concentrations in dried serum and hair are equal. This can be confirmed by using the concentration data widely available; since serum has a specific gravity of 1.028 and water at 90∼92%, dried 1--serum has a weight of 82∼103 g, and the reported serum [Cu] of 17 μmol/ [7] becomes dried serum concentration of 170∼207 μmol/kg, which is in good agreement with the reported hair Cu concentration of 200 μmol/kg [7] . In conclusion, an element in serum protein behaves as if hair were the same as dried serum. Hair is made with proteins (amino acids) from serum. So it is conceivable that dried serum and hair have the same concentration for each protein-bound element. So we have
for [X] I = 0 or no ion-channel flux of HM cells.
Generally, Eq. (5) In summary, deterioration of the liver function appears to cause increases of various metal elements in hair. Most of heavy metals such as Cr, Mn, Ni, Pb, etc. have no solubility in serum and their small spectral peaks are observed in hair, indicating long-lasted Ca channel gating (See Section 3.3).
The samples (N1 to RC3) shown on the right side of Fig. 2 are for special cases related with renal functions, as will be described in the following sections.
Calcium Ca and Strontium Sr
Serum contains Ca at [Ca] [8] , and therefore the [Ca] I is kept at a nearly constant level by the action of parathyroid cells having Ca ion sensors "CaSR" [9] . The [Ca] P is in an equilibrium with the [Ca] I and varies depending upon the hydrogen exponent (pH) of serum; [Ca] P decreases with lower pH, acidosis, and increases with alkalosis.
The systematic control to maintain the homeostatic [Ca] I in serum has been outlined [8] [9] [10] [11] ; when serum [Ca] I increases, the thyroid gland secretes calcitonin which acts to deposit Ca on bone. In response to drops in [Ca] I due to Ca deficiency, parathyroid hormone (PTH) is secreted and mobilizes Ca from the bone into serum. The PTH also acts on kidney to increase reabsorption of Ca from urine and to activate vitamin D for intestinal Ca absorption. PTH molecules bind with the receptors in cell membrane [12] and produce Ca channel inflow into the cells (gating channels) [8, 11] . In the steady-state growth of hair, the [Ca] H in hair must be equal to the influx into the HM cells from serum, even if Ca also exists in the cell in reservoirs such as endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria. Because of the steep increase of PTH secretion with decrease of extracellular [Ca 2+ ] (below 2.5 mM/L [9] ), the upper and lower levels of [Ca] H in hair should be observed for the gating and closing channels of HM cells, respectively.
These two levels of [Ca] H can be seen in Fig. 3 (2) were measured for the same hair samples as those in Fig. 2 . Most of [Ca] H values are at [Ca] III-1 to IV-5, have [Ca] H 10. This suggests that the lower level is the healthy standard. For a selected number of subjects, taking a supplement called "Active Absorbable Algal calcium" (3ACa) [12] with 900 mg of Ca per day for 10 days, the upper [Ca] H was reduced to a value less than the lower level [6] . It is concluded that the upper level of [Ca] H is due to the Ca ion inflows through channels gating with Ca deficiency; gating to repeat opening the channels accumulates Ca in the cell to the maximum level, equal to the serum ion [Ca] I . In other words, the upper level [Ca] H = 50 is in the equilibrium with the homeostatic serum ion [Ca] I through the gating channels of the HM cells. Figure 3 also shows that Ca channel gating due to Ca deficiency gives a [Ca] H near or at the upper level of [Ca] H = 50 and occurs in another range of [Ca] H 8 less than the lower level. The Ca supplementation can quickly shift the upper level into the lower range, so that [Ca] H is well separated into the two levels, as seen in Fig. 3 . In the latter case, however, long-term Ca supplementation is required to increase the low [Ca] H to the normal [Ca] H = 10. The effect of the 2-month Ca supplementation can be seen for the male subjects labelled S1∼S5 on the right side of Fig. 3 ; compare S4B and S4A taken before and after the supplementation. Ca on serum protein ([Ca] P ) is a stockpile for Ca. Since the adult has 4 to 5 litres of blood containing about 200 g of albumin having 200-mg Ca, typically, it takes a few months to bring the level of [Ca] [Ca] H 10 PTH is secreted with Ca deficiency [9] and is systemic to gate the Ca 2+ channels in cells in the whole body. The frequent channel gating accumulates [Ca 2+ ] to reach the serum [Ca] I in HM cells. (The effect of molecular pumping is minor.) Ca is incorporated as a pair of two atoms into the hair protein formed in the HM cells [5] . The reaction rate of the pair formation is proportional to the ion collision probability, { [Ca] I } 2 , in the HM cell. The dissociation rate of Ca pair atoms in the hair protein is proportional to twice the [Ca] HO because the dissociation of one calcium-bound protein molecule means the production of two calcium ions. In the chemical equilibrium, both the rates must be equal, i.e., 2r[Ca] HO = q{ [Ca] I } 2 , where r and q are the proportional constants. We have [Ca] HO = (1/2)(q/r) [Ca] 2 I . Using the [Ca] I (= 10) for dried serum, q and r are equal, q = r. This implies that the processes for the pair formation and dissociation are the same. It is envisaged that the protein molecules to be incorporated into the hair are formed in the HM cell and the relation [Ca] 
In the case of Ca channel gating in the upper range of
holds between the hair protein and cytosol. It is noteworthy that [Ca] HO is in the equilibrium with serum 
i.e., the total [Sr] S in serum contributes to the hair concentration. This suggests that the Sr exists only on the protein in the cell. Equation (7) 
Similarly for Sr with Ca channel closing, we have
from Eq. Here the absolute standard values of [Ca] in hair are estimated from the serum [Ca] in the same way as [Cu] H ; serum protein [Ca] of 5 mg/dL turns out to be [Ca] 10, as seen for III-6, III-8, III-9, IV-1, IV-2, IV-5, IV-10, V-2, V-7, V-8, V-9, VI-1, VI-3, VI-7, VI-9, VII-4, VII-6, VII-9 and VII-10 in Fig. 3 . However, all of them have [Ca] H 10. Their [Ca] H values never exceed the standard level of [Ca] H = 10. The Ca channel gating occurs so as to keep the [Ca] H at the normal. It was observed by scanning the 50-μm width x-ray beam along the hair that the [Ca] H was kept at the normal despite the variation of the [Sr] H . Therefore, the HM cells have store-operated Ca 2+ channels; their gating is not by PTH but by some kind of intracellular signals. With the PTH-operated channels closed, Ca in the cells is supplied by the serum protein having Ca. When the stored Ca on the protein is decreased so as to give [Ca] H < 8, the store-operated Ca 2+ channels are put in action. The subjects taken as the example are in a deviation toward acidosis with [Cl] (Fig. 4) , depending upon the serum [PTH] (See Section 4.3). Subjects in this example show acidosis or alkalosis, not neutrality.
Chlorine and Bromine
Serum contains Cl and Br as atoms in the protein and ions in the liquid, i.e. 
for both the concentrations in dried serum and hair obtained by Eq. (2). Figure 4 shows [Cl] H and [Br] H values by Eq. (2) for the same hair samples as those in Fig. 2 . Equation (10) holds for most of the hair samples, as seen in [6] , i.e., [Cl] [6] , which can be attributed to gating and closing of channels acting for these ions.
In the case of Cl channel gating
The ion concentration in cells is considered to be equal to that of serum [Cl] (12) Similarly to the case of Eq. (6), Eq. (11) implies an equilibrium relation between the hair protein and cytosol in the HM cells where Cl exists as single and pair atoms, respectively. In other words, the intracellular Cl is assumed to occur as un-ionized pair atoms at the concentration of serum Cl ions (equal chemical potential).
The normal [Cl] in serum is known as [Cl] S = 103 mM/L, corresponding to [Cl] S = 250 in dried serum by Eq. (2). Metabolic alkalosis occurs with a serum [Cl] less than 97 mM/L accompanied by the increase of HCO − 3 , and acidosis results in [Cl] > 109 mM/L. Both deviate from the normal by less than 6%. Comparison in [Cl] and [Br] between dried serum and hair showed that the hair upper level of [Cl] HO = 22 and [Br] HO = 22 accompanied gating of the ion channels due to the acidosis. This Cl channel gating is considered to take place so as to shepherd the excess [Cl] in serum into cells, to synchronize with the Cl transport into erythrocytes in the chloride shift [14] .
In the case of Cl channel closing
Only Cl and Br in serum protein are incorporated into the HM cells. According to Eq. (5) we have, similarly,
Some of the hair samples in Fig. 4 
Equality and inequality between [Cl] H and [Br] H
The [Cl] S is controlled by the renal action depending upon [PTH] in serum [10] . Therefore, the normal of [Cl] [Br] H is always associated with Ca channel gating as seen from comparison of Figs 3 and 4 . The examples are IV-6, IV-7, V-3, V-4, VI-4, VII-7, etc. Ca channel gating causes Ca inflows into erythrocytes resulting in deterioration of their function in the chloride shift to keep the serum pH normal. It was confirmed by the serum samples for the observed low [Cl] H 10 that the [Cl] S was slightly low to be alkalosis with [Cl] S = 220 (the normal: [Cl] S = 250); hair [Cl] H is much more sensitive to Cl deficiency than the serum [Cl] S .
There are two types for the alkalosis of the inequality [Cl] H [Br] H : one has a low [Cl] H < 10 with the normal [Br] H = 10 such as IV-7 and VII-7, i.e., [Cl] Cl] and [Br] are independent), and the other shows a low [Cl] H < 10 and a high [Br] H > 10 as seen for V-3 and V-4, where the lower [Cl] S is compensated with the higher [Br] S . Actually, compensation is restricted by the large difference in normal concentration, [Cl] S = 103 mM/L and [Br] S = 60 μM/L [7] , and the sum of [Cl] A possible explanation is that the proportionality of [Cl] = [Br] in dried serum and hair is lost with the Ca inflows into erythrocytes through their gating Ca channels (LD type in Section 4.3) which deteriorate the function of the chloride shift. This results in the low [Cl] S of alkalosis and [Cl] S < [Br] S . There are 
Potassium
Serum K is ionic, i.e., [K] . Cells have molecular pumps Na + /K + -ATPase to pump Na + out and K + in simultaneously. There are also Na + and K + channels in the cell membrane. Since the XFA has too low a sensitivity to Na, only K was measured. Figure 5 shows [K] H values observed for the same samples as those in Fig. 2 . The [K] H values by Eq. (2) vary in a wide rang of [K] H ∼ 1 to 300. In Fig. 5 (S1∼S5) , Ca supplementation changes [K] H from low values to the normal high values of [K] H 100 and shows that the low [K] H values are due to Ca deficiency.
The maximum value (as high as [K] H = 300) is the standard and can be reached by pumping K ions (Na + /K + -ATPase) from the extracellular fluid into the HM cells with K + -channel closing. This standard [K] H value can be explained using the Gamble gram [15] 
Many of the subjects in Fig. 5 have [K] H values much lower than the standard; their intracellular [K] C is low due to Ca deficiency. As mentioned previously, PTH inhibits the H + /Na + exchange in renal proximal convoluted tubular cells to excrete H + [10] , resulting in increase of serum [H + ]. This hydrogen flows into cells and causes K + /H + exchange to move the K + ions out of the cells through the K + leak channels.
Therefore, Ca sufficiency provides the high [K] H values as seen from the results for S1∼S5 (male) before (B) and after (A) the supplementation. Hair samples from breast-cancer patients RC1∼RC3 show that the [K] H value is greatly increased by removing the cancer with an operation. This suggests that breast cancer increases [PTH] in serum, and that low [K] H can be a marker for the disease.
In comparison of [Ca] H and [K] H , many subjects having the normal [Ca] H in Fig. 3 show very low [K] H values in Fig. 5 . This fact means that [K] H is much more sensitive to serum [PTH] than [Ca] H ; the serum [PTH] range for channel gating of the K ion is lower than that of the Ca ion. It is likely that [Cl] 
Sulphur
Sulfur intake is mainly through sulfur-containing amino acids, methionine and cysteine. Very high [S] concentrations in hair have been reported as a standard [1] . However, hair [S] H was also found to have two separate levels suggesting channel gating, although ion channels for SO 4 2− of the sulfur species in serum [15] have not been reported to the knowledge of the authors [16] . For this discussion we will assume that hair sulfur is transported as protein-bound sulfate and ionic sulfate in gated channels not yet discovered. Figure 5 shows hair root [S] H values observed for the same samples as those in Fig. 2 ; most of the 50 subjects have [S] H = 200. However, it is seen from the samples labelled "S1" to "S5" (male) that the Ca supplementation reduces the upper level at 
When S is incorporated into the hair protein by forming a yet unidentified paired species, we have The SO 4 2− concentration [S] I in serum is controlled mainly with its renal reabsorption by Na + -dependent cotransporters of anions in cell membranes of the proximal convoluted tubule (PCT), which is inhibited by PTH receptors expressed in PCT cells [10, 18] . In serum, therefore, increase of [PTH] causes deficiency of SO 4 2− resulting in the anion channel gating of cells, i.e., the upper [S] H level is due to PTH secreted by Ca deficiency.
In Fig. 5 , for examples, V-6 and V-10 are at the normal high [K] H level, but their [S] H values are still higher than the standard. This indicates a higher sensitivity of [S] H to serum [PTH] . Perhaps due to metabolic differences, the lower level of [S] H = 20 was often observed for male but rare for female subjects.
Phosphorus P
PTH secreted with Ca deficiency causes bone resorption, which releases phosphate HPO 4 2− from bone into serum. This phosphate increase is considered to exceed the effect by the PTH-inhibition of renal reabsorption (Na + -HPO 4 2− cotransport in the proximal tubular cells) [10, 19] . Therefore, it is expected that Ca deficiency results in increase of serum phosphate and closes HPO 4 2− channels [20] in cells. Figure 6 shows hair root [P] H concentrations observed for the same samples as those in Fig. 2 . The upper and lower levels are seen at [P] H = 10∼14 and [P] H = 5, respectively. About a half of the 50 female subjects have intermediate values between the two levels. The effect of the 2-month Ca supplementation can be seen for the male subjects labelled S1∼S5 on the right side of Fig. 6 
with the equilibrium consideration similar to the case of Eq. (6) In observation of [P] by FXA, absorption of the PKα peak by the specimen must greatly reduce the number of 2.01 keV photons reaching the detector, and the P emission can be so weak as to be unusable. Where the signal is sufficient, the calculation of concentration of P/S by Eq. (2) is valid because the absorption for the peak P and background S is produced by the same matrix. In this work, because of the low concentration of P, the absorbance mentioned, and the closeness of the S peak, the results at the lower level should be considered to be approximations.
Types of Ca deficiency observed in hair
Ca deficiency has been observed in the four types of hair [Ca] level: "DA" "DO" "DE" "LD" types. Subjects keeping the normal level [Ca] H = 10 are healthy and referred to as "EE-type" (Ca Ever Enough for closing Ca channels) [6] . We have observed this type in a very few of the female subjects of this study.
As seen in Figs 3 [Ca 2+ ] with bone resorption and is referred to as "DO" type.
Transition between the two [Ca] H levels occurs quickly (instantaneously in principle) so that they can be seen as two well-separated levels in Fig. 3 (See Fig. 6 of the previous report [6] ). The transition is, sometimes, so frequent as to give an intermediate values of 10 < [Ca] H 50. This case is called "DEtype" (Ca Deficiency for Excitation of Ca channel gating). For examples, the peak heights for "IV-6" and "IV-7" in Fig. 3 are slightly lower than [Ca] H = 50, indicating the period of channel gating is longer than that of channel closing.
The upper level of [Ca] H = 50 in Fig. 3 means that the Ca accumulation in the HM cells due to the channel gating continues at least for 5 days, since the X-ray excitation beam width of the XFA was 1.4 mm (4.7 days' hair growth). For 20∼30 % of subjects over 50, the upper level lasts for a long term. This is referred to as "LD-type" (Long-term Ca Deficiency).
Most of female subjects have [Ca] HC = [Ca] P < 10 (DA type). Ca in serum protein is a stockpile that the body can tap in cases of Ca deficiency and is ionized to make up for decrease of [Ca] I with the deviation to acidosis, i.e., the value of [Ca] HC is an indicator for the Ca stock. With [Ca] = 10, two month supplementation of Ca 900 mg/day (3ACa) is required; this was observed by moving the measurement point from root to tip of the hair samples S1 to S5 in Fig. 3 . For example, compare S4B and S4A observed before and after (during) the supplementation. DE and LD types recover only to DA type via DO type and require much longer supplementation. Apparently, DA type with [Ca] H ∼ 10 is near the healthy standard.
DA type: Deviation toward acidosis
The PTH inhibits the H + /Na + exchangers from excreting H + in renal proximal convoluted tubular cells [10] 22 as a result exceeding the Cl upper level, as seen for III-5, III-10, IV-3, IV-8, IV-9, VI-8, VI-10 with Ca channel closing, and III-3, III-6, III-8, III-9, IV-1, IV-2, IV-4, IV-5, IV-10, V-2, V-8, V-9, VI-2, VI-3, VI-7, VI-9, VII-1, VII-2, VII-4, VII-6, VII-9, VII-10 with store-operated Ca channel gating. These high values of [Cl] H = [Br] H are considered to be produced by the increase in protein-bound halides [Cl] P and [Br] P with the closing Cl ion channels of HM cells caused by the deviation toward acidosis (hair [Cl] H is much more sensitive to the deviation than serum [Cl] S ). The effect of the 2-month Ca supplementation seen for the subjects labelled S1∼S5 in Fig. 4 shows that the lower level [Cl] Fig. 4 is from Cl channel gating due to a low serum [Cl] ).
Although its channels are closed in DO type, its Ca deficiency is so serious as to cause bone resorption which increases serum [P] and can be seen as the upper level of [P] H in Fig. 6 ; all the subjects listed above show the upper level of [P] H 10, except VII-8 taking a Ca supplement. As has been seen from S1-S5 in Fig. 6 For DO type, the serum [PTH] is so low as to result in the high values of [K] H , and lower values of S H for some of the subjects as seen in Fig. 5 . This is the opposite of the DA type. The breast-cancer patients RC1 and RC2 show that removal of cancer by an operation improves Ca channel gating to closing of a DO type.
It is likely that the serum [Ca 2+ ] is kept normal with variations between DA and DO type by serum PH deviation with the equality of [Cl] 
DE-type and LD-type: Deviation toward alkalosis
Deviations to alkalosis with a very low [Cl] H (= [Cl] P ) can be seen for some subjects in Fig. 4 . They are the LD-type with [Ca] H = 50 labelled V-3, V-4, VI-4, VII-7 and DE-type labelled IV-6, IV-7; the low values of [Cl] H 10 are associated with the Ca channel gating revealed by the inequality [Ca] H < [Sr] H . The Ca inflow through gating channels deteriorates the cell functions, as has been mentioned in Section 3.4. The alkalosis is due to the deterioration of erythrocyte function, and the erythrocytes' role in the chloride shift keeps the serum pH normal.
Simultaneously, the Ca inflow takes place in hepatocytes. Their function to excrete excess metals in serum into bile deteriorates and results in the values [Cu] H > 10 as seen from the samples labelled IV-6, IV-7, V-3, V-4, VI-4, and VII-7 in Fig. 2 (Compare with Fig. 3 ). The deterioration also causes an increase in [Ti] H .
To recover from such cell deterioration, it takes a long time. Abnormal values of [Cl] is present, as seen for III-1 (Ti), V-7 (Ti) and V-10 (Cu). Although such cell deterioration should not be expected for store-operated Ca channel gating with [Ca] H < 10, the past must be taken into account. A subject with a history of type LD deficiency will show the inequality [Cl] As mentioned before, DA type recovers with the two month supplementation. Such a DA type with a low [Ca] H = [Ca] P < 10 continues even when the serum [Ca 2+ ] increases to the DO-type level of Ca overplus by bone resorption, i.e., DA type having [Ca] H < 10 and [Cl] H (= [Br] H ) < 10 can exist in the serum state of DO type, as seen for V-7, VI-1, VI-5 and VII-4 in Figs 3 and 4 . This is referred to as "DA-DO" type.
The relation between the 4 types of Ca deficiency and elemental concentrations [X] H in hair are summarized in Table 2 .
Conclusion
Usually, the observation of homeostasis is beyond our measurement. By using the log ratio of peak to background, log [X] = log(P/S), XF analysis can be used to monitor both short and long-term changes in element flow into hair, without the lengthy measurement process needed for conventional full quantitation.
The dried serum samples from 5 male and 5 female subjects treated with Ca supplementation showed similar FX peak heights for Ca, and for the other elements Sr, P, S, K, Cl, and Br (with one exception) under renal control, see Table 1 , and give the standard concentrations. The content of an element in hair growing in a steady state provides a sound indication of the influx of the element from serum. Using this principle, both the upper and lower levels for [Ca] , [Sr] , [Cl] , [Br] , [K] , [S] and [P] in hair were calculated from their standard concentrations (Table 1) observed for dried serum. Ca deficiency can be clearly classified into the DA, DO, DE, and LD types, as shown in Table 2 . Unhealthy states and diseases can be detected as a deviation from the normal pattern over time, undetectable by the serum analysis, except perhaps with tedious and intrusive repeated analyses. The types of Ca deficiency have been explained by channel gating and closing for each element. Ca is the central player in the regulation of the serum and cell concentrations of the many other elements, and the store-operated Ca channels act to keep [Ca] H at the normal value in a range of [Ca] H 10.
The elemental concentrations incorporated in a steady-state hair growth are independent of the growth rate [6] , and the Ca deficiency observed in hair is also considered to occur in epithelial cells lining the body cavities, where carcinoma originates. The authors' parallel study [21] is associated with breast cancer, and the main subjects are female. The Ca 2+ inflow into cells is considered to trigger various diseases, and the hair analysis provides a new diagnosis on cell ion channel gating.
